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Abstract 
 Historical elements in teaching mathematics in modern school are one of the actual problems of mastering the professional skills 
of future teachers. The use of historical materials, funny mathematical tasks and other literature along with textbooks in the 
teaching process is one of the differences of modern lessons from traditional lessons. The effective use of life experience of 
Kazakh people’s in upbringing the young generation at the Mathematic lessons influences and develops the mental capacities, 
research initiatives, interest to principles, realize the proof through logical statements, deductive confirmations, to give general 
and brief opinions and other quality characters 
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Introduction 
Mathematics is a historical science which has is formation, development, researches and news, hypothesis and 
proofs.  
Mathematics is a basis of natural studies and if we say that it is impossible to study them without mathematics we 
should have an objective to develop our abilities which is stated in the dialectical determination (“mathematics is a 
people’s tool between the nature and techniques”) from the start. Those who cares only for today and don’t want to 
know previous information don’t understand it. (G. Leibnits) [Nur,2009, p.3] 
The child’s world outlook is imitating and trustful so effective using the ideas of ethno –pedagogies which are now 
reconsidered and developed compulsory at Mathematic lessons leads to the culture and value of human relations.  
The value of mathematic education of Kazakh people is in advantages of its use [Abilkasymova A.E.1998. p.4]. 
  Analyzing the deep history of mathematics of Kazakh pedagogy they are given in the forms of riddles, poems, 
rhymes, fairy tales, games, proverbs and sayings. A.I.Markushevich about the role of mathematics in developing the 
human’s mind: “People who deal with mathematics from early life develop their culture; broaden their mind, builds 
up steady character to a goal”. Nevertheless we don’t mean that mathematics brings to order the pupil’s brain itself. 
We would like to base the preconditions of effective use of teaching directions and teaching methods. The effective 
  Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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use of life experience of our people’s in upbringing the young generation at the Mathematic lessons influences and 
develops the mental capacities, research initiatives, interest to principles, realize the proof through logical 
statements, deductive confirmations, to give general and brief opinions and other quality characters. The formation 
of mathematic initiative to education, interest, logical thinking, briefness and quality grade happen in this way.  We 
are aimed to consider some actual problems in mastering the professional skills of future teachers through using 
historical elements at Mathematic lessons of modern schools.  
The research work contains the following objectives: 
               - introduction and analyze the literary sources in philosophy, pedagogy, literature; 
               - determine the methodical basis of using the historical data in Mathematic classes;  
    - prepare the methods of using historical data in mathematic classes; 
    - determine the pedagogical effectiveness of raising mathematic education to the higher level through 
using the historical data in mathematic classes; 
- share the opinions on the considered problems. 
 
2. Method 
 
 Ethno pedagogical, philosophical, historical- ethnographical, psychological-pedagogical analyze of 
literature according to the research problem; study the Kazakh traditions; analyze the academic-methodical 
booklets.  
 
3. The Actuality of the Subject 
 
Ancient national pedagogical heritage is rich treasure of modern science which is not researched deeply yet. The 
system of education in close contact with the national heritage establishes the whole world outlook through the 
importance of spiritual development.   
National upbringing is person’s establishment on the basis of national consciousness, honor and character, 
national world outlook, native language, history and culture, as well as national customs and 
traditions.[Molodshi,1953, p.134].  
Ethno pedagogy is a school of education and upbringing which exists with the people from ancient times. 
According to the scientists’ statement ethno pedagogy is not a science; it is a collection of people’s long life empiric 
education and experiences on upbringing the generation, the research object of ethno pedagogy, and the source of 
ethno pedagogy. [Program in mathematics,1985,p.6]. 
Interesting mathematical tasks can be in the form of poems, rhymes, jokes and quiz.  
The mathematical task in the form of poem keeps the poetical principles. It is said what is definite and what is 
indefinite. They are linked in solution and the answers are checked. Sometimes to do these poetical sums attracts the 
pupils and they are very interesting. Poetical sums teach pupils to collectiveness, human characters, to notice the 
mathematic principles, ability to listen and find out the main from additional. Because the household value of 
mathematic notion is widely discovered in the poem. [Nursultanov,1975. ─ p.189].      
 Joke tasks are in the form poem or prose. The condition of the mathematical task is given in the correct 
form but the result is in the form of joke. However the task is correct it has an intricate meaning. So it needs the 
quick answer. At the end the answer is analyzed and the correct answer is proved.  
 Thus Kazakh people in ancient times saw the future of the nation in art and education, they knew the base 
of art and education was in mathematic and taught the young people in this way.    
 The use of above mentioned national methods by the teachers in mathematic classes rise the interests to the 
subject, it gives the opportunity to held the class interesting as well as they give much information on national 
customs and traditions to young people especially the primary school children [Nur,2009, p.32-36].     
           The person’s world outlook, integrity of the world, infinity is formed on the basis of realizing, researching, 
and comparing measure. All Kazakh words have infinity and measure. People knew each measure has an objective, 
so they considered it as a view of inner spiritual weight. The outside measure of the thing, it height and depth, 
rigidity and softness all of them are phenomenon which influence the scent. 
 It is very interesting and educative to get to know Kazakh people’s oral sums, their mathematical and 
logical analyzing system. These sums are especial genre in Kazakh folklore. The language, the word combining of 
the considered old sums are actual and coincide with that time.  For example length is measured by “karys” 
(distance between the ends of the moved apart big and average fingers), kadam (steps), “kulash” (distance between 
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the hands extended aside); size is measured by dishes, sacks; distance is measured by days and months. There are 
also measures like “long rope, horse ride, ship move, or camel move”. The mathematical tasks also contain the 
ancient words. For example, let’s explain the word “shyralgy”. The old hunters tied a rabbit or a fox to a long rope 
and pulled, it was used to teach the eagles to hunt.  That puling rope was called “shyralgy” [Kubesov,1993,p 240].  .   
 There hundreds of oral sum models of Kazakh people. Analyze of oral sums is the objective of the future.  
 As a result of long experience of our ancestors which was presented from generation to generation 
continuously, processed, updated it formed original system of measurement. For example, length measures 
(Picture 1): 
       1) eli ≈ 2-2,5 cm. (average breadth of a finger); 
       2) sere ≈ 10-12 cm. (breadth of four fingers separated a little); 
       3) tutam ≈ 8-10 cm. (breadth of a feast); 
       4) synyk  suiem ≈ 13-15 cm (distance between curved index and big fingers); 
       5) suiem ≈  17-20 cm. (distance between extended big and index fingers); 
 
Suiem is a metrological word which means Kazakh length measure. Suiem is a distance between extended 
big and index fingers. “Suiem” in the Mongol language is “soom”, in tungus-manchzhur languages is in sound 
combination “suum” and have the same meaning as in Kazakh language. But all of them is not the first meaning 
of the word. The reason of it is “soomei” in Kirghiz language, in tungus-manchzhur languages the word “suu” is 
used in our language as “index finger”. So measure “suiem” is related to the finger and was a base of forming 
that word. [Elubaev,1996. ─ p.50].      
           6) karys ≈  20-22 cm. (distance between the ends of the moved apart big and average fingers); 
    7) kez ≈  70-80 cm. (distance from the ends of fingers to the shoulders); 
Kez is ancient word of measure. It is equal to about 70 – 80 cm.  ( exactly 71, 12 cm) measure of length. 
F.i. “that foal reached six “kez” in six months” (from Kazakh tales). 
                                                                                                             
In the “Alpamys” epos: 
Auzyn ashty keldi de  
Zhudyrykpen bir uryp 
Kyryk kez bolat sandykty.   
The English variant:  He came and opened the forty kez lead chest, hit with his feast  
          The word “kez” also has another meaning. Kez is a meter. It is a measure tool which is made from wood. 
Kez is also a deepening bottom of an arrow, hanging to spring. “Kez” it is a deep place between two humps of a 
camel. In “kez” is eye measure of the cloth, in meters.     
1 kez ≈  7-9 tutam (length measure equal to palm width) 
The parts of the body and other improvised materials are used in order to measure the height and depth: 
        1) arrow long ≈ 1,0-1,5 m. The length of an arrow; 
       2) spear long ≈ 3-5 m.  
       3) rope long ≈10-12 m. etc. 
If the cry of a person was heard it was determined as “shakyrym”, 1 shakyrym is 1 km. “Sharshy”, 
“tanap” was used to measure the district; three types of measure was used to measure the size:   
 1) size of solid things was measured with the help of eye, eye measure or other improvised materials. 
The word “tekshe” means a square packed carpet or blanket in the form of a chest  and other household things.  
          2) size of liquid things (kumys, milk, water) was measured by capacity of dishes. Widely used measure 
units are the following: 
                 а) a spoon ≈ 50 g; 
    b) a bucket ≈ 0,5 l; 
                  c) a bowl ≈ 0,5 l;  
                  d) a large baul “ayak”  ≈ 1 l; 
                  e) shara  ≈ 1,5-2 l; 
                  f) tegene  ≈ 8-10 l; 
                  g) torsyk ≈ 8-10 l (a dish made from goat leather) 
                 h) konek ≈ 15-16 l. (leather dish used in horse milking) 
                   i) saba ≈ 180-200 l. (dish made from horse leather). 
    3) loose things were measured by: 
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                   a) uys (handful); 
                   b) kalta (a small sack); 
                   c) korzhyn (a bag) ≈ 40 kg; 
                   d) kap (a sack) ≈ 4 put ≈ 54-65 kg; 
                   e) dagar ≈ 6-8 put ≈ 100-130 kg; 
                  f) batpan ≈ 3 dagar ≈ 300-450 kg. 
    4) measure of weight  (picture 12): 
              a)  1 put ≈ 16 kg, half put ≈ 8 kg; 
                  b)  kadak ≈ 400 g, square kadak≈ 100 g. 
                  c) 1 konek milk ≈ 6-7 l; 
                 d) 1 shelek (a bucket) ≈ 12,3 l; 
                 e) 1sack or 4 put ≈ 65-66 kg; 
                 f) 1 myskal ≈ 4,46 kg.; 
                 g)  1zhamby silver- 6 kg.; 
                 h) 1 pitir of wheat≈ 3 kg; 
                 i)  1 square tie.-250 g;     
                 k) 1 shomke shay ≈ 50 g.г;  
                 l) 1 taymonke  25 g; 
                m) 1 boiling tea ≈ 6,5 g; 
                 n) 1 shokim tuz ≈ 12,5 g. 
 
 
 
                                                              Picture 1 
      
 Kazakh year counting traditions gives information about calendar of Kazakh people, national 
experience on determining the seasons, time using sky bodies. There were mathematical tasks with the help of 
them Kazakh people could find out the age if the year of birth was definite according to the name of animal, and 
they could find out the year of birth if the age was definite. For example, a girl called Arai was born in the year 
of “tyshkan” (mouse) and lived two “mushel” (there are 13 years in each “mushel”). Now it is the year of “ulu” 
(snail) let’s solve a task how old is Arai. In order to solve this task first it is necessary to put in order the names 
of the years (mouse, cow, leopard, rabbit, snail, snake, horse, ship, monkey, hen, dog, pig) and age scale divided 
to mushel (1 mushel-13 years, 2 mushel-25 years, 3 mushel-37, etc.) If she lived 2 mushel it is 25 years, between 
the years of mouse and snail there are 3 years, so Arai is 28 years old. The reverse task of it is the following: A 
girl called Arai was born in 1972. We should find out the year of her birth according the Kazakh calendar. To the 
numerical meaning of the year of her birth add number 9, so 1972+9= 1981. The result is divided into 12, 
1981:12=165 (1 the rest). According to the rest the name of the year is found, so Arai was born in the year of 
mouse which is the first in the year order. If it had no rest it would mean the year of pig [Zhautikov,1967,p.331].   
 Ancient counters considered the human age started from the moment of conception of the child in a 
womb of mother. So in the year calculations first mushel “nameless” (zero) adds a year. Thus first mushel is 13 
years. Next mushel adds 12 once, twice, three times and etc., mushels are found by adding  n times. We offer 
several examples to use the notes and rules of mushel and mushel years.  
 Poet Shakarim in his poem published in 1919 told about his age the following:  
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The year of my birth is ship, the star is July, 
My age is seven hundred and seventeen months 
Totally sixty years 
Add June, April, May 
Let’s count by Kazakh 
              My first mushel-is number,   
              How much life, how much death 
              We can’t find out 
     
 Using the data from this poem, we can determine how old Shakarim was in 1919, when he was born. If 
Great Kazakh poet Shakarim was 60 years in 1919, adding April, May, June he was born in 1859 in July. We can 
determine this riddle task was written in March, 1919. [Iskakov,1967, p.34].   
Kazakh time counting was based on sky bodies. For example pole star served as a direction pointer. 
Travelling through steppes Betpakdala and Moinkum people often used these stars to find out the direction. 
Kazakh people used constellation of the Big Dipper as a clock, its movement matches to the clock hand 
movement.     
        Pleiad star has a significant role in determining the seasons. Pleaiad’s close appearance to the horizon meant 
the spring was coming. There is a proverb in Kazakh language, “if the pleiad appears before the bedtime it 
means spring is not far”. “Until the pleiad appears close to the land, the land doesn’t become warm”. In summer 
months they say, “pleiad went down”, in autumn months they say “pleiad is going to the top”, in winter months 
they say “pleiad is on the top”, it means the middle of winter. They deeply studied the correspondence between 
sky bodies and nature phenomenon. There are a lot of types to calculate the time, but four of them are particular. 
Kazakh people had calculating system started in spring called “life awakening”. This star calculating takes its 
beginning from March when the day and the night become equal. In order to determine this day high buildings 
were built, the place of light which was put only twice a year to the window was determined by calculating. 
Large stones were put on the sun ray place, the stones had measure lines. One of them is in our language as 
“Samarkand’s blue stone”. In spring equal day March 22 is called the day when Samarkand’s blue stone melts. 
Stone melting means sun rays put on the stone. The measure lines and squares on the stone are very simple. 
Front measures are 24 х 24 cm. The blue stone is 320 х 150 х 65 cm. It is laid in Sakhi-Zinda mesirti. 
  
 Let’s study the oral tasks of Kazakh people with measurements. [Zhautikov.1697 p.340].      
Task 1. Gold aikabak  
  “Toi” is one of the traditions of celebration ceremony. It contains a lot of games such as shooting on 
the target, picking up aikabak (coins), races, wrestling. Gold coins are hung on the 10 kulash log. The first coin 
is on 8 kulash, the second is on 9 kulash, the third is on the top. (“kulash” -distance between the hands extended 
aside). Barefoot fellows must climb the log and take the gold coins-aikabak. The winner is who can take all gold 
coins.   
            If the first fellow climbs two kulash, and slips 2 karys back, the second fellow climbs forward 1.5 kulash 
and slips back 1.5 karys, the third fellow climbs up 2.5 kulash and slips back 2.5 kulash , after how much breath 
each fellow reaches the gold aikabak (coin). 
1 kulash= 8 karys 
Answer: the first fellow reaches the first aikabak after 5 breaths, after 6 breaths he takes the second aikabak, after 
7 breaths takes the third aikabak.  
        The second fellow the reaches the first aikabak after 7 breaths, after 8 breaths he takes the second aikabak, 
after 9 breaths takes the third aikabak.  
        The third fellow reaches the first aikabak after 4 breaths, after 5 breaths he takes the second and the third 
aikabak.  
Task 2 “Feed the horse” 
       A man gives to his horse ten kadak oats every day. The forage is divided according to horse age. The mare is 
given 3 kadak, kunans (three years old horses) are given 2 kadak, and foals are given 1 kadak each. 
The host told about it to his guest. And the guest started to count how many mares, how many kunans, how 
many foals the host had got.  
There is another task. 
       The guest asked the host how he kept his horses. He answered: “I give my horses ten kadak forage. I have 
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got 2 mares. I give my kunan 2 kadak, 1 kadak to the foal. Now count, you are a farmer, too”        
Answer: the host has 5 horses, because 10=2·1+1·2+6, 1 kunan, 2 foals. He gives them 4 kadak, he gives other 6 
kadak forage to 2 mares, because each mare is as big as kunan.     
Task 3 Bayanaula beehive 
There were many beehives in the mountain Bayanaula the science of bee keeping was very popular. In 1888 bees 
became worse and only 4 beehives had left. In 1889 7 beehives produced bees and totally they got 11 beehives. 
Each beehive produced 2 put of honey. A kadak of honey cost 20 tiyn in Bayanaula. It’s very cheap. What is the 
income? 
1 put≈16 kg,     1 kadak ≈ 400 g 
The answer: about  17600 tiyn. 
Solving: 1 put≈16 kg,and 1 kadak≈ 400 g, so 11·2 put =22 put. It is 22·16 kg = 352 kg. Thus 352 kg : 400 g = 
880 kadak. Each kadak cost 20 tiyn, 880 kadak honey cost 17600 tiyn. 
The theoretical and methodical bases of the research: psychological-pedagogical researches, works to 
develop the creative abilities of the person, problems of modern education, works of domestic and foreign 
scientists.   
 
4. Statements  
 
 Adding the historical elements to teaching mathematics process in modern school is one of the actual 
problems of mastering the professional skills of future teachers. The use of historical materials, funny mathematical 
tasks and other literature along with textbooks in the teaching process is one of the differences of modern lessons 
from traditional lessons. Lots of historical, classical and funny tasks will help the logical thinking of children, as 
well as to understand easily the mathematical sentences, to have right decisions in difficult situations and connects 
the mathematics with the nature.  
  Mathematic education has its own quality advantages: mental capacities, research initiatives, 
intuitiveness, interest to find principles, realize the proof through logical statements, deductive confirmations, giving 
general and brief opinions. 
These characters are established at the Mathematic lessons so education and culture according to new paradigm 
including science, art, world outlook, consciousness, belief and other natural connections mathematics lessons are 
directed to search the bases of national cultural traditions and Kazakh mental characters. And we consider thus 
Mathematics will find the right decision of the “quality” idea.   
 
5.Conclusion 
 
 Formation of professional competency of mathematic teachers in our country demands not only good 
knowledge on the subject, also the wide intellectual thinking and creativeness. In order to develop the 
mathematic logical, intellectual thinking of schoolchildren at Mathematic lessons it is very important to use 
historical, classical tasks, philosophical ideas of great mathematics and other scientists about mathematics or 
other human characters, interesting events in the history of mathematics, paradoxes and tasks with no solution, 
methodology of using the historical data.    
The effective use of history of science in school mathematic course helps to develop the school children’s deep 
interest to mathematics, to form the dialectic materialistic outlook of school children. As well as the stories about 
native mathematic scientists awakens a pride for the country, for the home land of children. 
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